
PAPER 1 PROMPT:  

NINETEENTH-CENTURY LITERATURE AND THE MAKING OF MODERN AMERICA 

Due by the beginning of class on Monday, 5 October 2015 

(4-6 typed pages, 1” margins, 12-pt. Times New Roman, double-spaced) 

Paper should be submitted in both HARD and ELECTRONIC copies via Canvas 

Please use .doc or .docx format (I cannot read .odx or .pages files) 

For your first paper, I would like you to situate one of three sets of nineteenth-century American texts 

within a larger social, cultural, and historical context.  

The three sets of texts are as follows. Choose one set of texts! 

- Washington Irving, “Rip Van Winkle,” and Mason Weems, Life of Washington 

- Edgar Allan Poe, “The Man of the Crowd,” and Herman Melville, “Bartleby the Scrivener” 

- Frederick Douglass, excerpts from Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an American Slave, 

and Harriet Beecher Stowe, excerpts from Uncle Tom’s Cabin 

Once you have selected the set of texts on which you would like to work, you should answer the 

following questions in a four to six page essay. Each question should be the subject of at least one 

paragraph!  

1. What are these works about? (i.e. briefly describe their plot, contents, and/or themes.)  

2. How do these texts reflect the historical periods in which they were produced? (i.e. what kinds 

of social problems and concerns gave rise to these works?) 

3. What kind of solution, if any, do these works offer to the social conditions / problems that 

inspired them? (Think broadly about this question! The authors may not directly state a 

solution; but they do typically allow readers to infer their opinions on this subject.) 

4. How realistic are the solutions the authors propose? 

To support your claims, please cite course texts using simple parenthetical citations, e.g. (Irving) or 

(Douglass). You may also make use of my course lecture notes, which will be available on Canvas. 

Lecture notes should be cites as follows (Trainor, lecture notes, 28 Sept. 2015). 

A successful essay will: 

 have a title that addresses / summarizes the argument and themes of the paper; 

 have a strong, incisive, and well-defined thesis; 

 have a graceful, well-crafted introduction and conclusion; 

 have strong paragraph topic sentences that summarize the content of the following 

paragraph, and demonstrate strong, clear links to the overall argument of the paper; 

 demonstrate mastery of the ideas and concepts described in the books and lectures above; 

 include meaningful citations of course materials; 

 be effectively organized; 



 show signs of close and careful proofreading. 

*** PLEASE NOTE *** 

For Paper 1, I WILL take off points for grammar and spelling mistakes (every five corrections will result 

in a loss of one point from your grade). You are in a college course; sloppy writing is not acceptable.  

With that in mind, I’d like to offer several tips for writing and organizing your papers effectively:  

1. Do not try to sound smart (i.e. write in an affected academic fashion). You are smart. And that 

will come across. Bloated vocabulary will only make you sound desperate (and more often than 

not, students who try to inflate their vocabulary end up using words incorrectly). You may even 

consider writing your essays by hand before typing them. I find that many students write more 

clearly and effectively when they trade in the keyboard-and-screen for pen-and-paper.  

2. Outline your argument first, then translate it into prose. This will help you figure out the 

structure of your essay before you have to worry about word choice, grammar, and spelling. 

Please do not dismiss this as a juvenile exercise! Many, if not most, books and dissertations 

begin with detailed outlines.  

3. Read your essay aloud to yourself. If and when you stumble over a sentence or phrase, rewrite 

it. Repeat this process until you stop stumbling. 

4. Most importantly, consider making use of Santa Fe’s many writing-related resources. These 

include the Santa Fe Writing Lab: 

http://www.sfcollege.edu/academicfoundations/?section=learning_labs 

You may also consider using the Paradigm Online Writing Assistant: 

http://www.powa.org/    

Please aim to have a draft of your paper ready by Weds., 30 September 2015 (note: this MAY require 

you to read ahead). This will give you an opportunity to discuss your argument in class. I will also be 

happy to discuss the contents of your papers and read polished drafts via email or in office hours.  

Paper 1 will be worth 20% of the final grade. The grading scale is available on the course syllabus. 

http://www.sfcollege.edu/academicfoundations/?section=learning_labs
http://www.powa.org/

